
nVidia drivers download and install secrets:  This technique has worked very well for years now, and it 
gets all you need installed without unnecessary added software installed.  I check for updates to the 
Quadro K2000/K2000D version of the nVidia cards about every 6 months, and there is no need to check 
for updates to the Quadra 2000/2000D cards because those are no longer being updated.  How to check 
for these:  Go to https://www.nvidia.com/Download/index.aspx?lang=en-us and this opens a page with 
multiple dropdowns.  Set them as follows: NVIDIA RTX / Quadro, Quadro Series, Quadro K2000D (or 
other nVidia card if used), Windows 10 64-bit, Production Branch/Studio, English (US), then click 
SEARCH.  This takes you to the download page which currently shows that version 472.12 for that card.  
Click on DOWNLOAD and save the installer onto your desktop.  Sometimes W10 pushes these 
downloads into your Download folder.  Do not sign up if nVidia offers a “Stay up to date” page… click on 
“Skip & Continue to Download” beneath SUBMIT if that offer-page opens.  Note that there are 3 tabs in 
the prior page, including SUPPORTED PRODUCTS.  This same installer can be used for all the nVidia cards 
shown under that tab and theoretically you might be able to use any of the cards listed under that tab 
together as long as they were both in place during the install.  I have not tested that, and I do not 
recommend that because the method I have personally certified is to use matching (or near-matching) 
cards as I have detailed, preferably two K2000D cards for our HP PACS workstations.  If you choose to 
use two older Quadro 2000D cards instead their latest drivers downloaded this way will be 377.83, from 
1/18/2018.  Those cards are not as fast as the K series but still work fine.  An advantage with the K series 
cards is that they are still receiving driver updates from nVidia. 

Uninstall technique:  If you are doing an upgrade from another type of nVidia card or an upgrade from 
W10 default nVidia drivers use this long method of clearing all nVidia software/drivers possible.  FIRST 
DISCONNECT FROM THE INTERNET because otherwise as you uninstall W10 will go sniffing for 
replacement drivers from the MS Windows Update driver archive.  Those are not what you want. 

Go to the W10 Control Panel.  It is there just as in W7 but you need to search for it.  Go in there to the 
“File Explorer Options” app, and under that app’s View tab and activate the “Show hidden files and 
folders” button (as detailed also below in section VI).  Click on Apply.   

Next go within the W10 Control Panel to the “Programs and Features” app/ start by uninstalling the 
NVIDIA Graphics Driver first, and only thereafter uninstall any added NVIDIA app shown.  These may 
include a nVidia HD audio driver and a NVIEW entry.  Do not restart yet… choose later.  Now navigate to 
the root level of your C drive (which is where the system folders are) and delete any nVidia entry at that 
surface level.  Then go down lower in that C folder and work sequentially through the 3 “Program” 
folders, deleting any nVidia entry.  You might not be able to delete all items at this stage but if a nVidia 
folder can’t be deleted at least delete any contents within it that you can.  Now you can restart, and 
generally the video cards will begin running on generic Microsoft video drivers at this point (which you 
can see via Device Manager/ Display adapters/ NVIDIA Quadro K2000D/ Properties/ Driver tab). 

The display may be running at low resolution, but you only need to see enough to launch the new nVidia 
installer you have on your desktop, via a single right click on it and slide down to “Run as administrator”.  
This long method is the best to use in all situations when my custom install method has not been done 
before.  Thereafter that quicker custom update method has been working very well with the later nVidia 
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installers.  Remember to go back and activate the “Do not show hidden files and folders” button in the 
W10 Control Panel’s File Explorer Options app. 

Special Custom install technique:  The launched installer first checks for compatibility/ agree with the 
license/ choose the Custom option/ click NEXT/ go from bottom up starting by first checking the lowest 
box (to Perform a clean install)/ then uncheck the boxes by RTX Desktop Manager and HD Audio Driver.  
Don’t miss any boxes hidden low in the dropdown list.  Leave Graphics Driver checked, and click NEXT.  
The install now proceeds, the monitors likely will flash, when done you should do a full shutdown and 
cold boot.  You may have to use the keyboard combo Ctrl + Alt + Delete to get to the power-off control.  
At this step I try to remember to confirm that both video cards are running the same latest nVidia 
drivers via the Device Manager pathway detailed above… I have seen rare cases where somehow the 
drivers end up generic on one card and nVidia drivers on the other identical card.  This has not 
happened for some years now likely because the nVidia installers/uninstallers have improved over time. 

 


